
Gift Registry 

Congratulations! It’s time to create a well-outfitted and welcoming haven for your  

new arrival. At Restoration Hardware Baby & Child, we’ve thought of everything so  

that you can focus on what’s most important – welcoming your baby to the world.
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Creating the 
Perfect Nursery 

Decorating a nursery is a new and exciting design challenge. 

How do you seamlessly marry your personal style with the practical 

items every nursery requires? And what, exactly, do you really need? 

From our exceedingly well-built furniture and classic European bedding to 

plush, huggable friends and charming décor, our Restoration Hardware 

Baby & Child collection includes the essentials to create a 

well-outfitted and welcoming haven for your new arrival.
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Heirloom-Quality Furniture 
From cribs that convert to toddler and big-kid beds to classics that stand the test of time, the furnishings 

in our collection are designed to evolve as your children grow. Built of the finest hardwoods and veneers, 

our furniture offers impeccable craftsmanship and enduring value. To ensure your child’s safety, all of our 

products are rigorously tested, and our cribs meet or exceed the most stringent ASTM safety standards.

the crib
The centerpiece of every nursery, our cribs are designed with a platform that easily adjusts to multiple levels 

based on your baby’s age and degree of mobility. To ensure your child’s safety, all cribs adhere to the most 
stringent ASTM and CPSC safety standards, and meet or exceed US and Canadian Cribs and Cradles regulations. 

Complete your crib with either a premium coil-style or luxury pocketed coil mattress. With our conversion 
kits, many of our cribs convert to toddler beds for years of use.

the changing table
A well-designed changing table makes diapering and dressing easy and efficient. Ours are designed with 

multiple drawers, shelves or pull-out trays for supplies, and most have a removable topper that allows them to 
transition into a timeless dresser. Our padded and moisture-proof changing pad pairs with a cover that is soft 

against your baby’s skin, easy to remove and launder, and coordinates with our nursery collections.

the seating
A must-have in every nursery, our ultra-comfortable nursery seating provides a soothing spot for rocking, 

feeding and nurturing your baby. Each piece has a classic, enduring style that can easily transition from nursery 
to bedroom for years of enjoyment. Customize your glider, rocker or chaise with one of our designer-quality, 

stain-resistant upholstery fabrics. A coordinating ottoman provides additional comfort.

the storage
Dressers, armoires and bookcases – the more drawers and storage nooks you have for your baby’s 

belongings, the more organized the nursery. We include tip-resistance kits with all of our tall furniture 
for added stability and safety.
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Luxury Bedding 
Exquisite fabrics, sophisticated color palettes and beautiful detailing 

set our crib bedding apart. Our classic designs allow you to 

customize your nursery by pairing coordinating items for a unique 

look, while personalization options inspire heirloom keepsakes. 

Why should your baby sleep on anything less than the best?

the bedding
All of our premium crib bedding collections include fitted sheets, 

padded bumpers and crib skirts. In addition to registering for your crib 
bedding, we suggest adding a variety of fitted sheets to ensure that 

you have a change on hand. Be sure to include a waterproof pad for an 
added layer of comfort as well as to protect your baby’s mattress. 

For safety reasons, remove the bumper from the crib when your baby 
can sit up or pull to a standing position. 

the organic bedding collection
The purest certified organic linen makes our organic bedding 

collections beautifully eco-friendly. All of our organic bedding is 
Oeko-Tex® Certified, your guarantee that every component  – from 

thread to buttons to fabric to dyes – is free from harmful toxins and 
irritants. Select organic sheeting and blankets for your baby’s 
Moses basket or crib. All natural and ultra-soft, organic linen 
is the ultimate fabric to rest against your baby’s tender skin. 

the moses basket & bassinet
The cozy proportions of our Moses basket, bassinet and beautiful 
coordinating bedding create a sense of security for your newborn 

during the first few months. Whether used on the floor or positioned 
on our stand as a bassinet, the Moses basket’s portability enables 
you to keep your baby by your side day and night. Our bassinet’s 

wood base holds the bassinet at a back-friendly height, and a rimmed 
storage shelf keeps small essentials close at hand. 

the layers
You can never have too many layering options. Our collection includes 
receiving blankets, quilts, coverlets and blankets that are as practical 
as they are beautiful, whether used as an added layer of warmth or 
draped over the side of the crib. For safety reasons, quilts, coverlets 

and blankets should not be placed inside your baby’s crib.
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Newborn Essentials 
From the tiniest tee to the fluffiest towel, everything that 

touches your newborn's skin should be soft, cozy and extra gentle. 

Our collection of everyday essentials is anything but basic.

the basics
You can never have too many cotton one-pieces or newborn gowns. 

We’ve modernized the layette with well-designed pieces that make dressing and 
changing easy for mom and baby, with many styles featuring wrap fronts and snap 
closures. Be sure to think ahead and register for pieces that will take you through 

the seasons as well as growth spurts. And don’t forget to accessorize 
with coordinating hats, socks, bibs and receiving blankets.

the organic layette collection
Outfit your baby from head to toe in beautiful basics. Made of pure 100% 
organic cotton jersey, our gowns, dresses and one-pieces are oh-so-soft 
against your baby’s tender skin. Complete the collection with essentials 

including hats, bibs and swaddle blankets.

the towels & wraps
Our famously plush Turkish bath towels, hooded towels and coordinating bath 

wraps envelop babies in cozy comfort. Register for more than you think 
you’ll need – a true timesaver when it comes to laundry.

the organic bath collection
Our organic cotton bath collection features premium-quality organic cotton terry 
with organic linen trim, eco-friendly dyes and superior craftsmanship, earning our 
products the world’s highest organic certification. The collection includes soft and 

absorbent Turkish towels, hooded towels, bath rugs and shower curtains.
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Little Extras 
Bring playful personality to your child's space with our carefully curated 

collection of decorative accessories. Consider requesting several of 

these items to complete the nursery and provide your registry shoppers 

with some additional gift ideas.

the décor
Those small, well-placed objects can make a big impact. Opt for sweet 

touches like one of our imaginative bookends to hold your child's first library 
or a decorative accent pillow and nightlight to tie your nursery theme together. 

We also offer an inspired assortment of objets d'art for the perfect finish.

the walls
Elegant mirrors, original art, distinctive frames, stretched canvas prints, 

memory boards and wall letters are wonderful ways to personalize the nursery. 
Consider requesting several frames in different sizes and shapes for the 

multitude of photos you’re likely to collect in your baby’s first year.

the plush collection
Crafted from luxurious plush, our collection includes snuggly floor and hand-
held animals, stroller and security blankets, and sweet animal rockers. Plush 
toddler chairs and floor pillows are oh-so-cozy and welcoming. Our plush is 

available in three different variations – plush, shaggy plush and textured plush.
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Storage 
Stow away in style with a place for everything. Our storage solutions keep even the tiniest 

treasures neatly tucked away, organized and at the ready. Find just the right piece to 

hold everything from toys and trinkets to linens and layettes. Choose from baskets, bins 

and laundry hampers, with optional personalization available on many items.

the shelf storage bins & baskets
Be sure to stock up on plenty of these handy catchalls to keep the nursery neat and tidy. 

Our sturdy seagrass and eco-friendly rattan baskets are woven by hand and can be paired with 
one of our liners. Or, choose one of our printed bins, made from heavyweight canvas with an 

inner lining and reinforced handles for easy toting.

the toy baskets
Our toy bins come in two options – closed for concealed storage or open for easy access. Use them to 
corral errant toys, books and more. Choose from handwoven seagrass, eco-friendly handwoven rattan, 

industrial-inspired steel or wood. Pair with one of our liners in a variety of mix-and-match colors.

the laundry baskets
With plenty of room to store a few loads, our collection of hampers offers a stylish 

solution for holding laundry. Choose from handwoven seagrass, eco-friendly handwoven 
rattan or industrial-inspired steel. Pair with one of our liners to prevent snags.
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Finishing Touches 
From elegant drapery to eco-friendly paint, our coordinating accents bring 

your baby’s nursery to life. Once you determine your color palette, consider 

registering for some of these additional items to tastefully finish the room.

the windows
Our coordinating window coverings – drapery and cordless Roman shades – bring a 

polished look to the nursery, but also darken the room during naps and create a sense 
of privacy. Most of our window coverings feature a blackout lining. Select from a range 
of fabrics, layering options and classic window hardware to create your ideal look. For 

safety reasons, your baby’s crib should not be placed within arm’s reach of any drapery.

the lighting
The lighting in your nursery should be warm and welcoming. Consider registering for 
a floor lamp and reading light, a nightlight or two for bedroom and bath, and a ceiling 

fixture to create a soft, natural glow. Choose from custom shades in a variety of 
coordinating colors and shapes.

the floors
You and your baby will spend countless hours on the nursery floor – playing, 

crawling, taking first steps. Our plush wool, dhurrie and chenille rugs are soft on 
your baby’s skin (not to mention your knees) and durable enough for years of play. 

And all coordinate beautifully with our nursery collections, making an important 
design statement in your child’s room.

the paint
Our no-VOC (volatile organic compounds) satin interior paints are beautifully 

eco-friendly. Available in our coordinating color palette, they release significantly 
fewer polluting toxins and are odor-free and mold-resistant – best for your 

baby and the environment.
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Custom Keepsakes 
Much of our collection can be distinctively embellished with your child’s initials, name or 

other special message. We offer multiple font styles in our signature thread colors, so your 

friends and family can create a unique, heirloom piece you’ll treasure for years to come.
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Gift Registry Perks 
We’ve elevated gift giving to an art, simplifying the process so that it’s a joy to 

give and receive. From our extensive product selection to unique personalization 

options to our signature gift boxes, we’ve thought of everything so that you can 

focus on what’s important – welcoming your new arrival to the world.

registry announcement cards
At your request, we will send you complimentary cards to let family and friends know you’ve 
chosen Restoration Hardware Baby & Child as your registry  – perfect for shower invitations 

and other correspondence. To order additional cards at no extra charge, contact 
Customer Service at 800.762.1751. We also offer a complimentary email announcement 

service for even greater ease.

control of online access
We respect your privacy, and allow you to choose how much online access others have to 

your registry. Unlimited Online Access allows anyone to view it, while Password-Only Access 
requires shoppers to have a password that you supply to them. Either way, your personal 

information is kept confidential.

multiple shipping addresses
You’ll have the option to designate two different shipping addresses, one before your event 
(e.g., a baby shower) and one after the event (e.g., a welcoming party for your new arrival).

thank-you notes manager
In the new-baby flurry, it’s easy to lose track of who has (and hasn’t) been thanked. 
Our online tool tracks the name of each gift giver along with the items purchased. 

You then check off the names as you send your notes.

registry completion discount
Our gift to you: a one-time, post-event 10% completion discount on items that were not 

purchased from your registry, valid for 12 months after your event. Contact Customer Service 
at 800.762.1751 for more information.
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Gift Registry Tips & Tricks 
We’ve collected some practical advice and bits of wisdom from our design 

team and our real-life experts – new parents like yourselves.

make a list
Preparing your home for a new baby can be exciting yet daunting, especially for first-time  

parents. For your convenience, we’ve compiled a Nursery Essentials Checklist featuring key  
items from our collection, but also suggest that you add to it as inspiration strikes.

pick a time
We suggest setting up your registry at least 3-4 months before your due date. This gives you  

plenty of time to assess your needs and make necessary adjustments. It’s also smart to update  
your registry before and after showers and prior to the big event.

mix it up
Think big  – cribs, gliders, changers – but also think small – one-pieces, blankets, stuffed animals – when  

creating your list. Budgets vary and people sometimes contribute to group gifts, so it’s good to  
include a mix of price points.

plan ahead
When choosing items for your registry, think beyond the newborn stage. Babies grow quickly, so add  

items that will see you through the first 24 months. 

get inspired
Before you register, take some time to browse our site, read our catalog and get inspired by our collections.  

You can always place items on your list and remove them later if your needs or wants change.  
In other words, enjoy yourself!

seek guidance
Ask friends and family for advice. Read all the new parent books. And contact Customer Service – our team of 

experts is more than happy to help you plan your dream nursery, child’s bedroom or other exciting event.


